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VINCOTECH’s NEW HIGH-SPEED 1200 V SIXPACK MODULE FAMILY 
-- The sixpack modules to increase customers application’s speed and efficiency--  

 
Unterhaching, Germany, October 12, 2017. Vincotech, a supplier of module-based 

solutions for power electronics, today announced the launch of a new 1200 V sixpack 

family - flowPACK 1 and flowPACK 2 - featuring high-speed IGBT4 technology for reduced 

switching losses. These modules are the perfect fit for servo applications and line 

converters for elevator drives demanding switching frequencies up to 16 kHz. 

The new three-phase sixpack inverter modules feature 

optimized high-speed IGBTs and soft-switching diodes. The 

new flowPACK 1 and flowPACK 2 modules can drive up to 

150A and their improved efficiency will also help reduce 

systems costs. 

Both modules are packaged in the low-inductive standard 

flow 1 and flow 2 housing, and are available with optional 

phase-change material.  

To learn more about Vincotech’s flowPACK 1 and 

flowPack 2, please visit:  

www.vincotech.com/PACK-1+2-1200V 

To see Vincotech’s entire range of power modules, please 

visit: http://www.vincotech.com/products/by-topologies.html 

 

 

Vincotech is a registered trademark of Vincotech Holdings 
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ABOUT VINCOTECH 

Vincotech is a market leader in power semiconductor modules. An group company of Mitsubishi 

Electric Corporation, the company excels at developing and manufacturing high-quality electronic 

power components for motion control, renewable energy, and power supply markets. Vincotech 

understands customers’ needs and furnishes both off-the-rack and applications-specific solutions to 

ensure they are met. 

Tapping the considerable engineering and electronics integration skills and experience of some 800 

employees worldwide, the company collaborates with the customer to develop the best solution for 

the given application. And Vincotech's workforce embraces the principle of reliable partnership to 

deliver on its performance promise of speed and flexibility to customers’ best benefit. 

To learn more about Vincotech, please visit www.vincotech.com. 

VINCOTECH – EMPOWERING YOUR IDEAS 
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